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Application of the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage system for mesopic
photometry requires that an estimate is made of the observers’ state of luminance
adaptation. This paper addresses an assumption made when estimating back-
ground luminance, a component of adaptation luminance. Specifically, using
spatial sampling of the visual field we compare background luminances deter-
mined from assumptions of static or dynamic visual gaze, the former being a
simplification, the latter being a better representation based on eye movements
when driving. The comparison was undertaken with luminance images of urban
scenes at night on three roads, two real and one simulated. It was found that
background luminances were significantly higher when estimated using the
dynamic assumption. It was also found that scene luminances at the point of foveal
fixations tend to be higher than those luminances influencing peripheral regions of
the retina. Compared with the background luminance estimated for a dynamic
peripheral field, a horizon-centred 108 circle led to a slightly higher estimate and
the road surface luminance to a slightly lower estimate of background luminance.

1. Introduction

The Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage
(CIE) proposed system of mesopic photom-
etry1 is a system for characterising the spectral
efficiency of visual performance at low levels
of light according to relative contributions of
cone (photopic) and rod (scotopic) photo-
receptors. This is determined using the S/P
ratio of the ambient illumination and the
luminance to which the eye is adapted. CIE
technical committee JTC-1 has the objective of
seeking a method for estimating the state of
visual adaptation of road users in order to

guide application of the mesopic system; this
paper focuses on drivers of motorised vehicles.

Estimation of the state of adaptation of a
driver is not a new task in itself, with
guidance already available for tunnel light-
ing,2 for assessing the influence of glare via
the threshold increment (TI)3–5 and for cal-
culating the visibility level of a small target.6

In these, adaptation luminance (La) is esti-
mated as the sum of the background lumi-
nance (Lb) around a task and the veiling
luminance within the scene caused by sur-
rounding sources of high luminance (Lv):
La¼LbþLv.

7,8 This approach takes into
account the scattered light due to glare
within the visual field.9 The aim of estimating
adaptation for these purposes is, however, to
consider the visibility of a target, foveally
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fixated and static against its background,
typically the road surface. In contrast, deter-
mination of mesopic luminance requires an
estimate of the adaptation state of the
peripheral regions of the retina rather than
the fovea.

Adaptation is the process of adjusting to
the quantity and quality of light: if the eye is
exposed for a sufficient time to a uniform
condition every part of retina reaches a steady
state and the eye can be said to be adapted to
that level of light.10 Estimating the state of
adaptation within a homogeneous field is
relatively straightforward: in typical labora-
tory trials this is the luminance of the uniform
background surrounding a fixation
point.11–13 Estimating the state of adaptation
of a driver in the natural setting is not
straightforward, however, because the visual
scene is likely complex and inhomogeneous.
This arises because a single scene is likely to
present a range of luminances rather than a
uniform luminance, and because the dynamic
nature of eye movements and travel along a
road mean a number of fields are seen in
succession. Different parts of the retina will
therefore be differently adapted depending on
where, and for how long, gaze is directed.14,15

For foveal adaptation, one way to estimate
the La would be to look at the pattern of
fixation points and the time spent at each:15

Uchida et al. proposed a method for doing
this which took into account eye movements
among other parameters.16 A simpler but
possibly less accurate approach would be to
use the average luminance of a region of the
observed scene in which the majority of
fixations were expected to occur. One sugges-
tion is to use a circular field with an angular
diameter of 108–208,8 this being approxi-
mately confirmed by eye tracking data.17

Eye movements comprise two parts, sac-
cades and fixations. Fixations are periods of
time, where the gaze rests at a particular
position, e.g. when assessing a traffic scene
regarding action that needs to be undertaken

(we ignore here the miniature movements –
tremor, drift and micro-saccade – that occur
during a fixation18). Saccades are the rapid
movements of the eye between successive
fixations. Eye movements are used in a feed-
forward role to the motor system, to locate
the information needed for the execution of
an act.19 Note, however, that fixation on an
object or area does not imply for certain
where the observers attention is focused –
gaze location does not uniquely specify the
information being extracted.20 However,
when exposing the retina, or, more precisely,
particular parts of it to a light scene, the
mechanisms of adaptation are triggered
regardless of attention. Of course the longer
a gaze rests at a particular part of the road
lured by attention, the more likely will the
transient re-adaptation process be to con-
verge, i.e. to complete the process as defined
by Moon and Spencer.10

The gaze direction of a driver is dynamic,
constantly moving to different regions of the
visual field, in part determined by experience
and distractions.17,21–23 As a result, different
parts of the visual field stimulate different
parts of the retina, and this puts the retina
into a state of continuous transient adapta-
tion.24 Transient adaptation is the state of
changing adaptation when the visual system is
not completely adapted to the prevailing
illumination, e.g. when gaze is moving
around in a road scene or when looking
from the outside to the inside of the vehicle.15

If these changes of exposure to different
luminances are within �2 log units, transition
happens very fast.7 Other findings however
indicate that the duration required for the
transition depends on whether the change is
from low to high or from high to low
luminances.25 When driving along a road,
the visual field constantly changes, which,
therefore, puts the retina into a continuous
state of transient adaptation. Although cer-
tain areas change very little, e.g. the road
surface, other areas such as shop facades,
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advertisements etc. present a larger change in
luminance.

In one recent study the combined eye-
movement and luminance measurements
along a road were analysed, with estimates
of the visual adaptation calculated as the
mean luminances of circular fields of various
sizes (18–208 in diameter) centred around the
fixations of drivers.21 A second study exam-
ined mean luminances within various ellip-
tical and circular fields of size 18–908, centred
18 below the horizon at the centre of the lane
and compared these to the mean luminance
on the road surface.26 Other studies suggest
that only the local luminance (i.e. the lumi-
nance at and around a task point) influences
visual performance, which is an estimate for
adaptation.10,27–30 That assumption would
make field sizes larger than 28 around an
assumed static task point irrelevant.

In summary, while methods for estimating
adaption luminance assume a static, uniform
and fixed field of view, driving in real
situations involves dynamic eye movements
across a non-uniform visual field. This paper
investigates Lb, one of the two components of
La and suggested by Maksimainen et al.26 to
be the more significant component for the
calculation of mesopic luminances.
Specifically, this paper explores the change
in Lb found if the visual field is assumed to be

dynamic rather than static. This is examined
for both foveal and peripheral visual fields.

2.Method

2.1. Luminance data

The Lb component of adaptation was
estimated using different approaches using
luminance data from three roads and eye
tracking data recorded in a natural setting.

Luminance images were gathered from
three types of road, these being two real
urban traffic scenes (a main road and a
residential street as investigated using eye
tracking17) and one simulated traffic scene
(Table 1). The simulated scene is included
because it is very likely that application of the
mesopic luminances will be within the design
process, which is typically done with simula-
tion programs. The simulation was under-
taken with a framework based on the
software Radiance.31

Scene luminances were established at ten
regular intervals in each road. The measure-
ment in the two urban traffic scenes was
undertaken with a TechnoTeam LMK Color
4 with an 8mm lens (approximately 638� 458
field of view) from within a vehicle from
behind the driver’s seat (see Figures 1 and 2).
The simulation resulted in images with the
same size and field of view.

Table 1 Description of the three roads for which the luminance images were gathered.

Type of road1 Road characteristics Luminaire positioning/
spacing

Lighting
class2

Road surface
characteristics

Main road (OS) Four lanes, separated
carriageways, parked
vehicles on right side

Opposite, 32 m M2 unknown

Residential street
(EA)

Two lanes, parked
vehicles on both sides

Irregular Staggered, 55 m3 M6 unknown

Simulated road
(TS)

Two lanes One-sided, 39 m M5 R3

1OS, EA and TS are abbreviations of the road names: OS: Otto-Suhr-Allee; EA: Eschenallee; TS: Treskowstraße.
2Lighting class as estimated from CIE115:20104, annex E.
3The installation did not follow a regular left-right-left-right staggered pattern. The luminance images were recorded at
10 uniform intervals over a 55 m section which comprised lamp posts on the right, left, left and right.
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The images captured on the main road
(OS) contain approaching traffic and a traffic
signal close to an intersection. The images
taken on the residential street (EA) are free of
approaching traffic, as are the images from
the simulated road. As the images were
captured from within a vehicle from the
driver’s perspective they included the interior
of the vehicle. To make the simulated images
comparable to the measured images of the
real scenes the pixels containing the lumi-
nance values of the interior of the vehicle
captured on the residential street were copied
to the corresponding positions in the

Figure 2 Images taken from the driver’s view point at the ten locations in each of the three roads: residential street
(top), main road (middle), simulated road (bottom).

Figure 1 Photograph of the interior of the test vehicle to
illustrate the location of the fixed image luminance
measurement device (mounted behind the driver’s
seat), which was used to gather a static luminance
image series between two luminaires.
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simulated luminance image. The headlamps
of the vehicle were switched on during field
measurement; this was not the case in the
simulated images in accordance with current
lighting design standards which do not
account for headlamps of cars.4,5

2.2. Estimation of foveal Lb based on eye

movement

One proposal for estimating the state of
adaptation is to consider the pattern of eye
movements and the duration spent at each
location.15,16 The Lb can thus be estimated
using the weighted mean luminance of a
luminance image L(x,y) of a given road scene,
using an eye movement data map EM(x,y) to
provide the weighting (equation (1)).

Equation (1) summates for each pixel (at
coordinates x,y) the luminance of that pixel
(L (x,y)) as weighted by the frequency for
which the cumulated eye tracking data17

suggest that pixel is fixated (EM (x,y)). To
estimate the weighted mean luminance of the
scene, this summation is divided by the total
frequency of these observations.

We use here the eye movement data of car
drivers in urban environments at night
reported in a previous study.17 These were
eye movements of 23 people when driving
along two straight roads, a main road and a
residential street (Table 1). For the current
purpose we are interested in typical gaze
behaviour, and for simplicity are considering
straight sections of road. It has been shown
that different types of road may yield different
patterns of gaze behaviour, according to the
location of expected hazards, but that different
sections of the same type of road tend to yield

similar distributions of gaze.17 These roads
were a main road (1.46 km) and a residential
street (1.14 km). To estimate the proportion of
travel time forwhich the foveawasdirected to a
particular direction within the scene, the
fixations occurring along the whole length of
each road were (separately) summated. In
other words, the cumulative fixation point
data for the whole road were used in the
analysis of each of the ten sections of that road.

2.3. Estimation of peripheral Lb

Different parts of the retina are exposed to
different parts of the scene and thus, for a scene
of non-uniform luminance distribution, differ-
ent parts of the retina will be subject to
different states of adaptation. As the applica-

tion of mesopic luminances is for visual
performance in peripheral vision, then what
is of interest here is the adaptation state of the
peripheral retina. The method described
above, i.e. the weightedmean of eyemovement
data anda luminance image represents ameans
for estimating the state of foveal adaptation;
the estimation of the state of peripheral adap-
tation needs another approach.

To analyse this issue four factors play a role:
the spatial extent of the retina, the spatial
distribution of the scene, the movement of the
eye and the movement along the road.

2.3.1. Spatial sampling of the visual field
Figure 3 shows the sampling fields used to

investigate changes in scene luminances. This
is a field of diameter 208 centred on the fovea.
Within this, luminances are calculated for
each of 69 evenly distributed sub-areas, each
being a 28 circle, with the central sub-area
being superimposed on the fovea. The 208 size

�Lb,weighted ¼
1

Px¼width,y¼height
x¼1,y¼1 EMðx, yÞ

�
Xx¼width,y¼height

x¼1,y¼1

EM x, yð ÞL x, yð Þ ð1Þ
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was chosen because the experiments contri-
buting to CIE 1911 used a 108 off-axis target
which falls at the perimeter of this sche-
matic.11–13 We first assumed the whole of this
field to be relevant, but also investigated the
effect of ignoring the upper part of the field
assumed to be less critical for drivers.

The purpose of adopting these sampling
fields is to illustrate the range of luminances

to which different parts of the retina might be
exposed to in a given situation, as indicated
by Wördenweber et al.14 (page 271) and based
on the method of spatial sampling.32 We
recognise that light will also fall into the
spaces between the circular sub-regions, but
the additional precision produced by includ-
ing these data is not required for the current
analysis. Note that these circular areas are not
intended to represent receptive fields, i.e. the
collated activity of a number of photorecep-
tors, which increase in size with increasing
eccentricity and decreasing luminance,15 nor
does this simplified model intend to cope with
the curvature or optics of the eye.

2.3.2. Static assumption
Consider the sampling fields overlaid on a

road scene. It is common in road lighting to
assume a static fixation point, such as when
assessing glare3 or visibility.6 Figure 4 reveals
the range of luminances the retina can be
assumed to be exposed to with static fixation
on an example road scene (here the simulated
road TS). In this case it is assumed that the
field of view was centred at the horizon of
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Figure 4 Assuming a static fixation at the centre of lane at the horizon this visualisation shows the various mean
luminances to which the retina is exposed on the simulated road TS. These numbers are the exponent of the mean
luminance within each of the 28 circular patches distributed across the visual field. The white circles indicate visual field
sizes of 28, 108 and 208. Note that the maximum values within the patches, especially the ones with the very bright
pixels of the fixed road lighting can be as high as 35 kcd/m2.

Figure 3 Schematic of the spatial sampling of the visual
field, where the central 28 circle represents luminances to
which the fovea is exposed, and extending to a diameter
of 208. The 69 sub-areas are each 28 circles, these
arbitrarily chosen for analysis of luminance variations
across the visual field.
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the lane, as identified in previous research.17

The luminances in Figure 4 were determined
from the simulated road scene, the purpose
being to illustrate the change in these mean
luminances with the change from static to
dynamic assumptions. While we expect that
the range of luminances encountered in real
scenes would vary and may be higher or lower
than these25 we do not expect that the change
between static and dynamic assessments
would change. To estimate Lb for the foveal
static field we used the average luminance of
pixels in the central 28 field of the sampling
pattern.

The peripheral areas of the retina exposed
to the road surface are influenced by lumi-
nances with an exponent of �1, i.e. in the
range 0.99–0.10 cd/m2, the left and right
peripheral areas are influenced by the sur-
rounding buildings (simulated five-storey
housing with a grey concrete surface) with
luminances having an exponent of �2, i.e. in
the range 0.099� 0.01 cd/m, and the areas
exposed to the sky are influenced by the
rather dark luminances with an exponent of
�3, i.e. in the range 0.0099� 0.001 cd/m2.
Some areas are influenced directly by the light
sources, which were as bright as 35 kcd/m2 in
this example of the simulated street (although
in Figure 4 the exponent is lower due to
reporting the mean luminance within a 28
circular area). In real road scenes the sur-
rounds tend to be brighter (with a luminance
of about 10�2cd/m2 in the residential street
EA and about 10�1 cd/m2 in the main road
OS) and there may be more sources of glare
(such as the headlamps of approaching
vehicles or the tail-lights or brake-lights of
vehicles ahead) which would be additional
contributors to the scene as well as the
headlamps of one’s own vehicle.

2.3.3. Dynamic assumption
Next, consider how eye movement behav-

iour effects the estimate of luminance pro-
jected to a specific part of the retina. The eye

does not look straight ahead but tends to scan
the visual field, with a pattern that is different
for different observers. To represent this, we
used the eye movement data of 23 drivers, as
captured using mobile eye tracking in two
roads.17 These data are a step towards repre-
senting where most of the people tend to look
at most of the time, rather than the gaze
behaviour of a single observer or an assumed
static fixation.

Figure 5 (left) shows a sample scene upon
which are mapped the accumulated locations
of visual fixations toward that scene as
determined using eye tracking.17 The sam-
pling fields were overlaid upon each of these
fixations, aligning the region assumed to
influence the fovea to the centre of each
fixation point (Figure 6). For each fixation
the scene luminance was established for each
sub-area of the sampling fields (scene lumi-
nance here being the mean luminance of
pixels contained in each sub-area). The
weighted mean luminance of each sub-area
of the sampling fields was then determined
across all fixations, thus representing what
each sub-area of the retina was exposed to,
based on the relative proportion of time the
fovea, and therefore the whole retina, was
exposed to a particular direction. For each of
the roads that process was undertaken for
each of the ten locations at regular intervals

(for each sub-area k)

*

Figure 5 Example of the process for simulating the
probable luminance to which a particular sub-area of the
sampling fields was exposed to based on eye movement.
A weighted mean luminance was calculated for each of
the 69 sub-areas (þ represents a fixation within the scene/
the fovea within the sampling fields). Note that the
graphic of the sampling fields is just a mock-up and
does not consist of 69 sub-areas. Figure 6 depicts the
procedure more precisely.
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between two lamp posts for which luminances
were determined (Section 2.1). Or, in other
words, the method for calculating a weighted
luminance as described in equation (1) was
undertaken for each of the 69 sub-regions of
the spatial sampling of the visual field. To

estimate Lb for the foveal dynamic field we
used the weighted luminance of pixels in the
central 28 field of the sampling pattern.

Figure 7 reveals the range of weighted
mean luminances the various parts of the
sampling fields are exposed to on the

em data point j em data point j + 1

(for each sub-area k)Lb,w,k

em data point j + n

Figure 6 The calculation of the weighted mean luminance for each of the 69 sub-areas was undertaken as follows: for
each fixation (þ) of the eye movement data the mean luminance of each 28 sub-area of the sampling fields was
calculated, summed up and divided by the number of fixations. Note that the change of grey value in the lower part
represents the weighted mean luminance of each of the 69 sub-areas.
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Figure 7 Distribution of weighted mean luminances for the simulated road TS. The numbers are the exponent of the
weighted mean luminance within each of the 28 circular patches distributed across the sampling fields, estimated
assuming that the gaze is dynamic and each particular sub-area of the assessment pattern has a certain probability to
be exposed to a particular part of the scene. Note that compared to Figure 4 each weighted mean luminance within the
sampling fields is based on eye movement data and contrary to Figure 4 this visualisation does not represent
the position of the sampling fields within the scene (which was centred to the horizon at the centre of lane for Figure 4).
The white circles indicate the diameter of visual field sizes of 28, 108 and 208 within the sampling fields.
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simulated street (TS). Comparing Figure 7
with Figure 4 it is evident, that due to
distribution of eye movements, a larger part
of the sampling fields are exposed to the very
bright light sources. The areas of the retina
exposed to very low luminances in the
assumed static fixation are now shown to be
influenced by higher luminances. The lower
areas of the sampling fields are mostly
influenced by the road surface and remain
within the same range of the exponent of the
luminance.

3. Results

Two methods were used for estimating Lb

within the field of view: a static approach (the
fixed field of view) and a dynamic approach
which considered the dynamic eye movements
of a driver. The dynamic approach is intended
to represent typical gaze behaviour, thus to
estimate the relative proportion of time for
which regions of the retina are exposed to a

particular direction within urban street scenes
after dark.

Figures 8 to 10 illustrate mean luminances
representing the static assumption (on the
left) and weighted mean luminances repre-
senting the dynamic assumption (on the right)
for two of the ten locations along each road,
one being a more homogeneous section (top
rows of each Figure) and the other a more
heterogeneous section (bottom rows).

First, note that when the visual scene
includes sources of high luminance (such as
the headlamps of approaching vehicles or the
fixed road lighting installation) the dynamic
approach shows that these influence a wider
part of the field of view than does the static
approach. This can be seen by comparing the
left and right hand images of the bottom rows
of Figures 8 to 10.

Statistical analysis was carried out with
three independent variables: equivalent ret-
inal location within the sampling fields, road
type and static versus dynamic assumption.
The dependent variable was mean luminance.

Assumption of static gaze Assumption of dynamic gaze
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Figure 8 Mean luminances within each of the 69 sub-regions of the simplified visual field for two locations of
residential street EA. The top row and bottom row show examples of two locations. The luminances are determined
according to the static (left-hand column) and dynamic (right-hand column) assumptions of gaze behaviour. Note that
luminances shown as 0.0 indicate50.1 rather than zero.
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Figure 10 Mean luminances within each of the 69 sub-regions of the simplified visual field for two locations of
simulated street TS. The top row and bottom row show examples of two locations. The luminances are determined
according to the static (left-hand column) and dynamic (right-hand column) assumptions of gaze behaviour. Note that
luminances shown as 0.0 indicate50.1 rather than zero.
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Figure 9 Mean luminances within each of the 69 sub-regions of the simplified visual field for two locations of main
road OS. The top row and bottom row show examples of two locations. The luminances are determined according to
the static (left-hand column) and dynamic (right-hand column) assumptions of gaze behaviour.
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Factor levels for retinal location were foveal
and peripheral, where foveal consisted of the
results of the central 28 circle and peripheral
the 68 sub-regions surrounding the fovea.
Road type consisted of three levels: residen-
tial street EA, main road OS and simulated
street TS. The factor assumption comprised
levels static and dynamic. Ten images were
captured between two lamp posts along each
road, which resulted in ten samples for each
of the foveal retinal location factor combin-
ations and 680 samples for each of the
peripheral retinal location factor combin-
ations. It was not intended to compare road
types with each other as expected luminance
differences were present by definition of the
road lighting classes of CIE 115;4 the roads
were chosen to reassemble different classes.

Mean luminances from nine of the twelve
factor combinations were not suggested to be
normally distributed according to the
Shapiro–Wilk test (p50.05). Foveal dynamic
EA and TS and foveal static TS were

normally distributed (p� 0.24). Hence the
statistical analyses were carried out using
non-parametric tests of difference. The
Wilcoxon paired signed rank test was used
for comparing factor assumption (static vs.
dynamic). The Wilcoxon rank sum test was
used for comparing factor retinal location
(foveal vs. peripheral), this alternative test
being used because the compared items were
of unequal sample sizes (N¼ 10 within foveal
observations and N¼ 680 within peripheral
observations). Effect sizes were calculated as
r ¼ Z=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N1 þN2

p 33,34 and interpreted accord-
ing to Cohen,35 i.e. absolute value50.1¼
negligible effect size,� 0.1–0.3¼ small effect
size,40.3–0.5¼medium effect size and�0.5
¼ large effect size.

3.1. Static versus dynamic

Figure 11 compares mean luminances
estimated following the static and dynamic
assumptions, for the three roads, for the
foveal and peripheral fields. The medians of

Foveal field Peripheral field

Residential street Residential streetMain road Main roadSimulated street Simulated street
OS TSEA
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Figure 11 Boxplot comparing the static assumption to the dynamic assumption based on the calculated mean
luminances for i¼10 images for the foveal retinal location and for i¼ 10 images with k¼68 sub-areas each for the
peripheral retinal locations (significant differences with p50.05 are indicated with *, n.s. otherwise). Note that the data
of simulated street TS do not contain headlamps of one’s own vehicle.
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the mean luminances estimated with the static
assumption are lower than those estimated
using the dynamic assumption in all six
comparisons. The Wilcoxon paired signed
rank test suggests the difference to be signifi-
cant in five cases (p50.05, large effect sizes
for foveal comparisons, small effect sizes for
peripheral comparisons except TS, which had
a medium effect size) but does not suggest a
difference for the foveal field on main road
OS (p¼ 0.13, small effect size).

3.2. Foveal versus peripheral

Figure 12 shows the same data as Figure 11
but redrawn to facilitate direct comparison of
location in the visual field, i.e. foveal versus
peripheral. In five cases, the median of the
mean luminances of the peripheral field loca-
tions is lower than that of the foveal field
(p50.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test, small effect
sizes). For residential street EA and the static
assumption, the difference between foveal and

peripheral fields is not suggested to be signifi-
cant (p¼ 0.5, negligible effect size).

3.3. Omitting the upper quadrant

of the spatial sampling pattern

In this analysis it has been assumed that all
68 sub-regions are equally relevant: this may
not be the case. In particular the upper
quadrant of a typical road scene is less likely
to contain potential hazards (Figure 13). Hence
the analysis was repeated but with the visual
field reduced to exclude the upper quadrant.
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Figure 12 Boxplot comparing foveal retinal location to the peripheral retinal location based on the calculated mean
luminances for i¼10 images for the foveal retinal location and for i¼ 10 images with k¼68 sub-areas each for the
peripheral retinal locations (significant differences with p50.05 are indicated with *, n.s. otherwise). Note that the data
of simulated street TS do not contain headlamps of one’s own vehicle.

Potential crossing from left side

Potential crossing from right side

Potential obstacles missed by fovea

Figure 13 A typical urban road scene when driving along
a straight patch of a road.
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For the static assumption, the sampling
pattern is centred within the scene and there-
fore the upper quadrant of the visual field of
the sampling pattern matches the upper
quadrant of the road scene.

For the dynamic assumption, omission of
the upper quadrant becomes of particular
significance if downward eye movement
causes the road ahead (and hence the likely
location of hazards) to fall into the upper
quadrant. The road ahead begins to fall into
the upper quadrant (for these flat roads) when
the direction of gaze is 38 or more below the
horizon: in the current eye tracking data, gaze
direction was above this for 93% of the time.

The analyses of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 were
repeated for this reduced field. Consider
first the static versus dynamic comparison
(Figure 14). For the peripheral field, the
reduced field led to the same conclusions as
did the whole peripheral sampling field
(Figure 11).

Consider next the foveal versus peripheral
comparison (Figure 15). Here, there was a
change to one conclusion: in residential street

EA, the median of the foveal static field is
lower than the median of peripheral static
(p50.05, negligible effect size) whereas analysis
with the whole field did not suggest a differ-
ence. This still contrasts with the five other
analyses which suggest that the foveal field has
a higher luminance than the peripheral field.

3.4. Application

For practical application, the interim rec-
ommendation of CIE JTC-136 proposes to use
the average luminance of the design area (i.e.
the luminance of the road surface as of CIE
140)5 as an estimator for the adaptation state.
In another study it was identified that a 108
circle centred at the centre of lane at the
horizon is a good estimator for that part of
the visual field which encapsulates typical eye
movements,17 and such a field has been
examined in recent studies.21,26

Figure 16 compares the mean luminances of
the peripheral field, with both static and
dynamic assumptions, to the mean luminance
on the road and to the mean luminance within
a horizon-centred 108 circle. The medians of
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Figure 14 Boxplot showing mean luminances in the peripheral field according to the assumption of static or dynamic
visual field. In these data the upper quadrant of the visual field is omitted. These data are for the i¼ 10 images with
k¼ 48 sub-areas each for the peripheral retinal locations (significant differences with p50.05 are indicated with *, n.s.
otherwise). Note that the data of simulated street TS do not contain headlamps of one’s own vehicle.
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Figure 15 Boxplots comparing foveal retinal location to the peripheral retinal location based on the calculated mean
luminances for i¼10 images for the foveal retinal location and for i¼ 10 images with k¼48 sub-areas each for the
peripheral retinal locations, i.e. without the peripheral results of the upper quadrant (significant differences with
p50.05 are indicated with *, n.s. otherwise). Note that the data of simulated street TS do not contain headlamps of
one’s own vehicle.
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Figure 16 Boxplots comparing peripheral retinal location to the simplified methods (road/108 circle) based on the
calculated mean luminances for i¼ 10 images for the simplified methods and for i¼10 images with k¼ 68 sub-areas
each for the peripheral retinal locations (significant differences with p50.05 are indicated with *, n.s. otherwise). Note
that the data of simulated street TS do not contain headlamps of one’s own vehicle.
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the mean luminances within the 108 circle are
higher than those estimated with the static or
dynamic assumption in all six comparisons
(p50.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test, small effect
size). Consider next predictions of luminance
using mean luminance of the road surface. In
five of the six cases the road surface suggests a
lower or equal luminance than do the spatial
sampling based estimates (peripheral dynamic
EA and OS, p50.05, small/negligible effect
size; peripheral static EA, peripheral static OS
and peripheral dynamic TS not suggested to be
significantly different, p� 0.12, negligible effect
size, Wilcoxon rank sum test). In one case the
road luminance leads to a higher predication of
Lb (peripheral static TS, p50.05, small effect
size, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

This analysis suggests that if a horizon-
centred 108 circle is used to estimate Lb, it
leads to a slightly high estimate of Lb; if
instead the road surface luminance is used,
this tends to lead to a slightly low estimate of
Lb, which agrees with the findings of Uchida
et al.16

Next, consider the impact of the visual field
assumption for lighting design. This is illu-
strated here by determination of the mesopic

enhancement factor (Fmes), the ratio of the
mesopic luminance to the photopic lumi-
nance,36 for two different spectra (Table 2).
Lv was set to zero in the calculation of Fmes.

For the residential road, where median
luminances lie in the range of 0.1–0.5 cd/m2,
then the choice of the estimation method
appears to influence Fmes. For example, the
road surface approach having the lowest
median luminance suggests that Fmes departs
further from unity than do the other
approaches. For the main road, however, the
choice of method for estimating Lb has little
effect on Fmes. This is because the main road,
in this example, had a median luminance of
43 cd/m2 which is close to the upper limit of
the mesopic range (5 cd/m2). Note however
that these are luminances higher than those
typically recommended for main roads.4

4. Summary

The aim of this paper is to investigate assump-
tions made when estimating Lb, a component
(alongside Lv due to glare) in estimates of a
drivers’ state of adaptation. Lbs were therefore

Table 2 Mesopic enhancement factor (Fmes) calculated for the three roads (EA, OS, TS) for four approaches to
estimating background luminance, and for lighting of two SPDs (a white LED with S/P ratio¼ 1.71 and an HPS lamp with
S/P ratio¼ 0.60).

Type of road Method for estimating
background luminance

Median luminance
ðcd=m2Þ

Mesopic enhancement factor (Fmes)

S/P¼ 1.71 S/P¼ 0.60

Residential street EA Road CIE 140 0.10 1.23 0.85
Peripheral static 0.13 1.20 0.87
Peripheral dynamic 0.30 1.14 0.91
108 circle 0.46 1.12 0.93

Main road OS Road CIE 140 3.43 1.02 0.99
Peripheral static 3.29 1.02 0.99
Peripheral dynamic 4.62 1.00 1.00
108 circle 8.25 1.00 1.00

Simulated road TS Road CIE 140 0.30 1.14 0.91
Peripheral static 0.03 1.35 0.76
Peripheral dynamic 0.23 1.16 0.90
108 circle 0.73 1.09 0.94

SPD: spectral power distribution; LED: light-emitting diode; HPS: high-pressure sodium; CIE: Commission
Internationale de l’Eclairage.
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estimated using two approaches, these assum-
ing static and dynamic visual fields. Dynamic
eye movement was represented by the eye
tracking records of a previous study.17 Scene
luminances were represented by images taken
at ten locations along each of three roads: a
main road, a residential road and a simulated
road. Luminances were determined for a 28
central field, representing the fovea. For the
peripheral regions, the 208 circular region
surround the fovea was divided into 68 indi-
vidual 28 regions, and the mean luminance
determined for each of these.

While standard approaches assume a static
visual field, the driver experiences a dynamic
field, due to movements of the vehicle and the
driver’s head and eyes. Furthermore, the
visual scene is complex, meaning it comprises
a range of surfaces of different luminances
rather than being a simple uniform field. The
results (Figure 11) suggest that the Lb values
estimated assuming a dynamic visual field are
higher than those estimated assuming a static
visual field, for both the foveal and peripheral
regions. This finding did not change when
omitting those parts of the visual field (the
upper quadrant of the sampling pattern)
considered less relevant for driving.

Within the estimated peripheral luminances,
the range from minimum to maximum tends
to be higher for the static assumption than for
the dynamic assumption. Assuming that the
duration of a fixation typically lies in the range
of 0.35 s–0.8 s37,38 and that the range of
operation of the fast adaptation mechanisms
(within 0.2 s, neural adaptation) seems to cover
only 2 log units7,15 this makes the dynamic
assumption a more likely outcome when the
gaze moves within the scene from fixation to
fixation. Another way to see the dynamic
approach is by looking at the weighted lumi-
nances as a likely outcome when considering
the whole group of drivers. While the adapta-
tion of a specific driver might be influenced by
particularly different luminances (e.g. if the
gaze rests at an extreme location), the

adaptation of the majority of drivers; however,
can be assumed to be influenced by the
weighted mean luminance.

The Lb projected towards either foveal or
peripheral regions may be of interest. It was
found that the Lb values determined for the
foveal region were significantly greater than
those determined for the peripheral region,
for both the static and dynamic assumptions.
That finding changed in one case when
omitting the upper quadrant of the sampling
pattern. The peripheral luminances were,
however, much more heterogeneous.

Compared with the Lb estimated for a
dynamic peripheral field, a horizon-centred
108 circle led to a slightly higher estimate and
the road surface luminance to a slightly lower
estimate. As to whether this matters, that
depends partly on where the Lb lies within the
mesopic range. For lower luminances (the
residential road in this study) then the differ-
ent approaches to estimating Lb affect the
estimate of Fmes. For higher luminances
approaching the upper boundary of the
mesopic range (the main road in this case)
then there is little effect on Fmes. CIE TN
00736 proposes use of the average luminance
of the design area (i.e. road surface) to
estimate Lb. The current work suggests this
may lead to a lower estimate of Lb than that
determined for a larger peripheral field, and
that this may affect consideration of the
mesopic effect at low luminances.
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